BOOK NOTES

In this section we publish short descriptive notices of new books about Peirce or subjects likely to interest our readers. We cannot survey all new publications or prepare critical reviews, so we notice only those books sent by authors and publishers. When available, we reprint notices supplied with the books (often edited and supplemented with text from prefaces or introductions); otherwise we prepare our own brief announcements. Please note: we notice books only if they are sent as review copies to be deposited in the Project library. Prices and ISBNs are given when available.

Signs Grow: Semiosis and Life Processes
Floyd Merrell
ISBN 0-8020-7142-2 (paper), $24.95

Signs Grow is the third volume of Merrell's trilogy on signs, which began with Signs Becoming Signs and Semiosis in the Postmodern Age. Whereas the first two volumes concentrate on the firstness and the secondness of the sign respectively, Signs Grow explores the thirdness of the sign. Elaborating on Peirce's doctrine of the man-sign, Merrell argues that after they are "born," signs begin to grow “in a twisting, turning world of ordered complexity, of chaotic harmony,” in the course of which they go through puberty, mature, survive midlife crises, so as to finally become senile and fade away. Merrell’s book is a strangely fascinating blend of Peircean semiotics and post-modern insights that is intensely stimulating.

The Essential Peirce, Vol. 2
The Peirce Edition Project
ISBN 0-253-33397-0 (cloth), $39.95

This book, which completes the two-volume Essential Peirce, provides the first comprehensive anthology of Peirce’s mature philosophy. During his later years, Peirce worked unremittingly to integrate new insights and discoveries into his general system of philosophy and to make his major doctrines fully coherent within that system. A central focus of this volume is Peirce’s evolving theory of signs and its application to his pragmatism. Included are thirty-one pivotal texts, beginning with “Immortality in the Light of Synecchism” (in which Peirce proposes synecchism—the tendency to regard everything as continuous—as a key advance over materialism, idealism, and dualism) and ending with Peirce’s late and unfinished investigations of the relative merits of different kinds of reasoning. Peirce’s Harvard Lectures on Pragmatism and selections from A Syllabus of Certain Topics of Logic are among the texts included. There are a few previously unpublished texts and all have been newly edited. Even well-known writings appear fresh and in new light in their chronological placement. All selections are introduced by summary headnotes and there is a general introduction to provide historical background. EP 2 is extensively annotated, and an electronic companion mounted on the Peirce Edition Project’s Web site provides additional support for classroom use.

The Logical Status of Diagrams
Sun-Joo Shin
ISBN 0-521-46157-X (cloth), $39.95

Shin challenges the all-too-common prejudice against visualization in the history of logic and mathematics and provides a formal foundation for work on natural reasoning in a visual mode. She presents Venn diagrams as a formal system of representation equipped with its own syntax and semantics, and specifies rules of transformation that make her system sound and complete. Shin’s extended system is based on Peirce’s graphical innovations which, according to Shin, “not only overcame some important defects of Venn diagrams but opened the way to a totally new horizon for logical diagrams.” Shin concludes with a discussion of the fundamental differences between graphical systems and linguistic systems.

Elements of Knowledge: Pragmaticism, Logic, and Inquiry
Arthur Franklin Stewart
ISBN 0-826-51303-4 (cloth), $19.95

This is a revised and expanded version of Stewart’s Elements of Knowledge: Pragmaticism and Philosophy of Knowledge, noticed in a previous issue of the Newsletter. As noted then, Elements of Knowledge is remarkable for serving as an accessible introduction to pragmatism while also serving as an excellent text for courses in reasoning. Now, in the Vanderbilt edition, Stewart has smoothed out his prose and improved the presentation and has succeeded in giving us a superb text for the classroom, whether for logic or general education, yet in a form well adapted for the general reader.

Genealogical Pragmatism: Philosophy, Experience, and Community
John J. Stuhr
ISBN 0-7914-3558-X (paper), $19.95

Stuhr begins his preface with the question “Can a book have a preface?” In other words, can a book begin before it begins? Moreover, can the start of anything really be a beginning? Isn’t any beginning a reconstruction? In this way, Stuhr introduces readers to his view that the work of pragmatism is reconstruction: it reconstructs philosophy, experience, and community. Pragmatism must be critical, addressing future possibilities, but it must also address the past—for the sake of the future. In looking backward, in presenting itself as “the history of the future of philosophy,” pragmatism is genealogical. Genealogical pragmatism avoids stagnation and irrelevance—“the chewing of historic cud long ago reduced to woody fiber”—by being constantly guided by the fully faced present. Guided more by Dewey than any other pragmatist, Stuhr investigates the practical ramifications of a genealogical pragmatism that takes seriously the notion that the future of philosophy is to help shape the future.

The three parts of Stuhr’s book explore and evaluate—and extend—the reconstructive import of the work of the classical pragmatists for philosophy, experience, and community. The fifteen essays that make up this book are persuasively written and exhibit fine craftsman-
MARK BALDWIN’S ENTRY FOR “LOGICAL MACHINE” IN HIS DICTIOARY OF PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY. THE ISSUE OPENS WITH IRVING ANELLI’S ARTICLE ON THE PLACE OF JOHN VINCENT ATANASOFF IN THE HISTORY OF COMPUTER LOGIC AND TECHNOLOGY. ATANASOFF IS CREDITED WITH BUILDING THE FIRST FULL-SIZE ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER. IN HIS PAPER ANELLI TRACES THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER LOGIC IN BOTH THE UNITED STATES (GIVING DUE ATTENTION TO THE TWO PEIRCES) AND RUSSIA, DRAWING HEAVILY ON ORIGINAL RUSSIAN SOURCES.

“CHARLES SANDERS PEIRCE AND THE PRINCIPLE OF BIVALENCE”
ROBERT EDMWIN LANE
DISSERTATION, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 1998, 261 PP.

IN 1909, PEIRCE DEFINED THE FIRST OPERATORS FOR THREE-VALUED LOGIC, THEREBY REJECTING THE PRINCIPLE OF BIVALENCE. LANE CHALLENGES THE WAY COMMENTATORS HAVE INTERPRETED PEIRCE’S REASONS FOR THIS MOVE. LANE REJECTS IN PARTICULAR THE FOLLOWING INTERPRETATIONS OF PEIRCE’S THIRD VALUE: OBJECT-INDEXE PROPOSITIONS, INDETERMINATE PREDICATIONS, MODAL PROPOSITIONS, AND LAWFUL GENERALIZATIONS OF FUTURE DIRECTED SUBJUNCTIVE CONDITIONALS. INSTEAD, LANE ARGUES, PEIRCE INTENDED THIS THIRD VALUE TO BE TAKEN BY SO-CALLED “BOUNDARY PROPOSITIONS”; THAT IS, PROPOSITIONS WHICH VALIDLY PREDICATE OF A CONTINUITY BRIDGE ONE OF THE PROPERTIES THAT IS A BOUNDARY PROPERTY RELATIVE TO THAT BRIDGE. LANE CONCLUDES HIS ARGUMENT BY CONSIDERING HOW PEIRCE’S REJECTION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF BIVALENCE AFFECTS HIS PRAGMATIC ACCOUNT OF TRUTH.

PRODUCTS AS REPRESENTATIONS: A SEMIOTIC AND AESTHETIC STUDY OF DESIGN PRODUCTS.
SUSANNA VIHMA
DISSERTATION, UNIVERSITY OF ART AND DESIGN HELSINKI, 1995, 209 PP.

VIHMA USES PEIRCE’S SEMIOTIC TO ANALYZE THE DIFFERENT WAYS IN WHICH DESIGNED PRODUCTS CAN ACT AS SIGNS. IN ADDITION TO A STUDY OF THE LITERATURE, AND A THEORETICAL CHAPTER ON THE APPLICATION OF SEMIOTIC FOR DESIGN PRODUCTS, VIHMA CONCENTRATES ON FOUR SUCH PRODUCTS: THE STEAM IRON, THE DRESSING TABLE, THE BICYCLE HELMET. VIHMA MAKES GOOD USE OF PEIRCE’S DISTINCTION BETWEEN ICON, INDEX, AND SYMBOL. EARLY ELECTRIC IRONS, FOR INSTANCE, HAD TO RESEMBLE THE OLD MODELS THAT WORKED WITH COALS; STEAM IRONS OFTEN HAVE PILOT LIGHTS TO INDICATE THEY HAVE REACHED THE RIGHT TEMPERATURE; AND IRONS GENERALLY CONTAIN SYMBOLS SUCH AS THE FAMOUS “MADE IN GERMANY.” ACCORDING TO VIHMA, THIS TRIADIC DIVISION BECOMES AN EXCEPTIONALLY USEFUL TOOL WHEN COMPARING, FOR INSTANCE, THE VARIOUS STEAM IRONS THAT COME ON THE MARKET—A TOOL FAR RICHER THAN TRADITIONAL APPROACHES THAT SEEK TO EXAMINE DESIGNED OBJECTS ONLY WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF CULTURAL HISTORY, OR IN TERMS OF SOCIAL POWER STRUCTURES, OR ACCORDING TO THEIR ERGONOMIC ASPECTS.

THE PEIRCE SEMINAR PAPERS: ESSAYS IN SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS, VOL. 4
MICHAEL SHAPIRO AND MICHAEL C. HALEY (EDS.)
BERGHAHN BOOKS, 1999, XI + 637 PP.
ISBN 1-57181-732-8 (CLOTH), $69.95

THIS VOLUME CONSTITUTES THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUIUM ON LANGUAGE AND PEIRCEAN SEMIOLOGY HELD AT DUKE UNIVERSITY IN JUNE 1997, AND CONTAINS 22 PAPERS BY LINGUISTS AND PHILOSOPHERS WORKING TOGETHER TO UNDERSTAND THE RELEVANCE OF PEIRCE’S “SEMIOTIC” TO CONTEMPORARY SEMIOTIC.

TOM SHORT OFFERS AN IMPORTANT STUDY OF PEIRCE’S CONCEPTION OF SEMIOTIC, CONTRASTING IT WITH THAT OF PURPOSEFULNESS. JOELLE RÉTHORÉ SHOWS HOW A SEMIOTIC STEEDED IN PRAGMATISM OVERTAKES TRADITIONAL SEMIOTIC METHODOLOGY WHEN IT COMES TO ANALYZING DISCOURSE, ESPECIALLY ASSERTIONS. JIM LISZLA CLEARLY EXPLAINS THE THREE NECESSARY CONDITIONS THAT ALLOW A PROCESS TO BECOME MEANINGFUL: DIRECTEDNESS, MEDIA TION, AND INTERPRETATION. DAN NESHER SHOWS THE RELEVANCE OF PEIRCE’S PRAGMATIC SEMIOTIC FOR LEARNING THEORY.

MICHAEL HALEY TEACHES GEORGE LAKOFF A GOOD LESSON IN PEIRCEAN PHILOSOPHY.
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brings to light significant agreements between Peirce and Polanyi on perception and meaning. Finally, Helmut Pape offers an engaging discussion of context-dependence, indexicality, and vagueness. Overall, this is an excellent collection reflecting the ever-widening appeal and potential of Peirce’s logic of signs.

Charles S. Peirce: On Norms and Ideals
Vincent G. Potter, S. J., with a new introduction by Stanley M. Harrison
ISBN 0-8232-1709-4 (cloth), $30.00
ISBN 0-8232-1710-8 (paper), $16.00

This is a reprint of a celebrated work that first appeared in 1967, in which the late Father Potter excavated systematically and thoroughly the foundations supporting several major pillars of Peirce’s mature philosophical system. A primary reference in Peirce scholarship, Potter’s book studies Peirce’s concept of the three normative sciences, his theoretical definitions of them, and in particular the puzzling but fundamental claim that esthetics precedes ethics, which in turn precedes logic. Potter shows how this claim is inseparable from the kernel of Peirce’s pragmatism, and how a correct understanding of it provides a smooth philosophical introduction to all the premisses of Peirce’s evolutionary metaphysics, including those of his synechism, his tychism, and his agapism. Harrison’s introduction is clear and inspirational, and is a useful guide to some of the milestones in the book.

Metaphysics: Royce’s 1915–16 Class Lectures
Richard Hocking and Frank Oppenheim (eds.)
ISBN 0-7914-3866-X (paper), $24.95

These lectures were initially edited by William Ernest Hocking from detailed class notes taken by Ralph W. Brown and complemented by notes from Bryon F. Underwood. This book is an outstanding achievement that virtually enables readers today to sit in on Royce’s last yearlong course in metaphysics. As was pointed out by John E. Smith, “Nowhere else did Royce have an opportunity to explain the relations between his two most ambitious works, The World and the Individual and The Problem of Christianity and to show how they complement each other, the former being the ‘logical’ approach to metaphysics and the latter the ‘social’ approach.” Peirceans will be especially interested in Royce’s many references to Peirce and to his assessment of some of Peirce’s contributions. When commenting on Peirce’s discovery that there is an intellectual “mode of action” that can’t be defined in terms of perception or conception, Royce remarked, “I don’t think James ever appreciated the views of Charles Peirce.” From Royce, who knew James so well, this comment must be taken seriously indeed. Royce also makes many penetrating criticisms of the proponents of “the new realism,” who were then beginning to build up steam. Of course the main value of this collection is to add to our understanding of Royce’s own philosophy in one of its most mature presentations. Hocking and Oppenheim have added an important work to the growing library of Classical American Philosophy.

Pragmatism and Classical American Philosophy: Essential Readings & Interpretive Essays, Second Edition
John J. Stuhr (ed.)
ISBN 0-195-11829-4 (cloth), $59.95
ISBN 0-195-11830-8 (paper), $32.95

Most readers of this newsletter are already familiar with the first edition of John Stuhr’s anthology. First published in 1997, it quickly became one of the most widely used texts for university courses on nineteenth- and early twentieth-century American philosophy. Now in its second edition, with “Pragmatism” added to the title and expanded in scope to include Emerson and some of the contemporary thought that helps put classical pragmatism into context, Stuhr’s anthology is sure to become a classic in its own right. Changes to this edition go beyond the inclusion of new sections. The sections on Peirce and Mead have been reorganized (the Peirce section entirely) and introduced by different scholars: Vincent Colapietro for Peirce, and James Campbell for Mead. In addition, some revisions were made in the James and Santayana selections. The result is the best collection of its kind.

The Writings of Charles S. Peirce, Vol. 6
Peirce Edition Project
ISBN 0-253-37206-2 (cloth), $49.95

This volume contains forty-seven writings—most from the unsettled period in Peirce’s life just after he moved from New York to Milford, Pennsylvania, followed shortly afterward by the death of his mother. It begins with interesting remnants of Peirce’s correspondence course in logic, by which he hoped in vain to make a living. Other notable selections include the much-heralded “A Guess at the Riddle,” Peirce’s never-finished yet substantial attempt to draw his wide-ranging philosophical theories into a unified system of thought; his dispute with Edmund Gurney over Gurney’s Phantasms of the Living; his attack, under the pseudonym “Outsider,” on Spencer’s mechanical philosophy; and lengthy excerpts from the report on gravity that led to his forced resignation from the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. These and other writings in this volume reveal Peirce’s powerful mind probing into diverse issues, looking for an underlying unity but, perhaps, also looking for direction.

PEIRCE BOOK FOUND